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ABSTRACT
Confronted with the problem of determining the

frequency of syntactical patterns in present -day, written Australian
English, the author employs a method of analysis which produces an
output in the form of a two-dimensional line diagram showing all the
syntagms comprising the sentence under analysis. For the remaining
problem -If sorting the diagrams into divisions and sub-divisions of
syntagms, the author advocates the use of a method of linearization
used for sorting structural diagrams of chemical compounds. A
description of the methodology is provided along with an explanation
of its adaptation to language analysis. OM
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THE DETERMINATION OF THE FRECU:NCY OF SYNTACTICAL PATTERNS

IN PRESENT-DAY WRITTEN ALETRALIAN ENGLISH. Report uated

15th May, 1970.

Ralph D. Beebe

Monaph Univer:_ity

In advisiy the writer en ;his prc2ect, Professor

U. G. E. Hammarstra hau suggesteu that the frequency of

English syntagms cc d Inc Jt.terni.uu examining a

corpus of English 3.1tan--.:e.,. dividing then firs jnto

sentence types, thrn sub -civic ing thn sentence types

further, according to his system of syntactic terminology

(Hammarstrbm 1967). A manual sorting of sentences in

that way would have been a procese or great magnituue.

In searching fo :- a mcre elegant method, the writer

first aimed at a crmputinr Ahich would have

automatically analysed pontincu,3 intr L!rijr Jyntagms.

H. hoped to be aPlr-1 he 1; -e-lify the pr6gram L.o sort

the sentences and th:.ir Althuugh such an

analysis program Fled developed by 7ratley, Thorne

and Dewar (1967), i.. proven Lo he incapa'lle of being run

on any computer in Aust:.al:.a due to ccmputer-language

incompatibilities. Pn eltr:nvp 'AP program

(Sager 1967) evolveu at Ww .k Hnive-z jty did not

provide an output in onevate thr.: purposes of the

project. No other progt.aml were 'jrL2 ntly available.

As a manual ana!ydi: sPenra .;.ei-:fore, inevitable,

the writer turner, hjs attention to other large -scale manual

analysis work cone rreviou:ly. A fruitful area appeared

to ba in studies pc' he writing of children. Notable

examples were these of Ln (2.1)33), Strickland (1962),

Loban (1963), and Hurt (n66). These studies showed a
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growing tendency towarus a more formal uelineation of

sentence structure, but all in,icated that a more complete
study could not be made until some more detailed system of
analysis had been devised.

The writer then turned his attention to using a mathou
of analysis which he h-3d himself

developed primarily for
teaching purposes. This methoo g,,,Je an output in the form
of a two-dimensional

line uiagram showing all the syntagm3
comprising the sentence analysea. It was essentially a

surface-structure analysis using a form of uependency grammar.

The problem still remained, however, of how to sort such
uiagrams into divisions

anu pub- divisions of syntagms.

The writer had observed that a somewhat similar problem
of sorting chemical compounds expressed in the fdriil of

molecular-structure diagrams hau been solved in various
ways throughout the worlu. He selected one way devised
by the U.S. Army Biological Laboratories (Wiswesser 1954)
anu currently popular with many U.S. urug companies.

The selected method first reouced the two-dimensional
uiagrams of molecular structure to linear strings of symbols,
and then sorted the strings by conventional computer
methods.

From the principles
employed by Wiswesser, the writer

succeeded in learning how to linearize his own two-dimensional
diagrams of sentence

structure, and the remainder of the
project can now be completed by writing a suitable computer
program for sorting the linear strings of symbols.
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FurtherFurther aid may be obtained in this phase of the project

by stuuies of the programs used in organic chemistry and

of new languages for the computer such as PL/1 anu SNUBOL

devlseo especially for sorting strings of symbols.

Compatibility with the Monash University computer complex

will be an overriding consiueration.

A statistical analysis of the results will determine

the required syntagm frequencies, and the syntagms might

then be allotteu hierarchical distinctions using

Hammarstr8m's proposed terminology.

By dxamining several different genres of present-uay

written Australian English, the syntagm frequencies among

the genres can be compared, thus reuucing the influence of

errors in the syntactical analysis.

BR:EF DESCRIPTION OF THE WISWESSER SYSTEM

The methou of linearization used for sorting structural

diagrams of chemical compounds in the Uniteu States,

ueviseu by Wiswesser (1954), and reviseu by Smith (1965),

first translates all conventional two-letter atomic symbols

into single letters, and also proviu,ls single-letter

identification symbols for groups of atoms forming commonly-

occurring radicals. For example the halogens, bromine and

chlorine, normally expressed by the symbols Br anu Cl,

become E and G, so that the following list emerges:

E bromine atom

F fluorin- atom

G chlorine atom

H hydrogen atom (although H is mostly unexpresseu)

I ioaine atom
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Added to the list are the following symbols for

various groups:

Q hy.roxyi group, -OH.

41111

V carbonyl connective, W
-C-

(carbon connected to throe other atoms)

U nonlinear (branching) uioxo group as in
-NO

2'
-50_-. Not uses, for linear (unbranched)

structurefl such as CO2, 5i02, 1{02, 502.

H
M imino group,

Z amino croup -NH2.

Numerals are used to show the number of carbon atoms
in unbranched alkyl chains or segments.

Thus the following unbranchea compounds are expressed
in linear notation as shown:

0

(1) CH
3
-C-CH

3 1V1

(2) CH
3
CH

2
-0-CH

2
CH

3 202

(3) HO-CH
2
CH

2
-OH Q2Q

(4) 0
2
N-CH

2
-0-CH

2
-NO2 W11011 N1

(5) H
2
N-CH

2
CH

2
CH

2
-NH

2
Z3Z

For brancheu compounds, a graphic formula is first

interposed between the structural formula anu the eventual

linearization, rules being laid down for linearizing the
graphic formula. In the following simplifieu description,
these rules are abbreviated to the point of inadeouacy, but
they serve to demonstrate the basis for the eventual set of
rules devised by the writer for his sentence diagrams.



Thus observe the following linearizations:

Structural Formula

0_S

Graphic F-,-,:ula Li.-ear'-zation

UH Q

0-CH3

'./ , 0 1

CH2CH3
CH

3
CH

2
-13-",- 2 B 2 2B2 &2

CH
2
CI:

3

1.1

3.

The rules static that the linearization of a graphic

formula is performed by citing the symbols along a main

chain until a branching point is reached, digressing along

the branch, then returning, after ',hc! end of the branch is

reached, to the main chain, inserting an extra symbol (8.)

before resuming tne symbols .if -:.he noin chain. If the

branch terminates in E-.. slmliol ,hic'n ,-..,Jr.not be followeu in

any case along that branch by nthcr symbols, then it is

al-terminating symbol, anu there is no rsed to ir.sert the

resumption symbol (&) when continuing along the main chain.

In the first exampl,-; above, Li .s a 1Lrminating'symbol

known to be such by an organic chemist, so there is no

need to use the resumption symbol when cont;.nuing along

the main chain after dealini 'with th,, branch chain. In

the second example, however, t'.i! 1-r,no', . -.1)01,; rre not

'terminating' symbols, as they can elch be followeo along

their branches by other symbols, jiformation which again is

known by the organic chemist who encor.;es the diagram.

i

i



Thus the inherent technical knowledge of the encocier

enables him to encode correctly.

The Wiswesser system covers not only unbrancheo

anu branchau chains, but also cyclic compounas, utilizing

in all some 250 rules. In the encoding of sentence

Jiagrams, however, only a few of the rules of the

Wiswesser system are needed. Thes selecteu rules have

been araEtically simplified in toe brie. description given

above. Their application to sentence-diagram encoding

will now be uescribed in detail.

APPLICATION OF THE WISWES5ER SYSTEM TO SENTENCE DIAGRAMS

The appendix gives some examples of the encoding

of sentence diagrams. The four basic types of English

sentences,

as follows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

distinguisheu by their verb types, are encoded

John shuddered N+D

John injured Jim N+D+N

John was sick N+B+W

They elected John
R+FN+Ncaptain

The D in the graphic formula of sentence (4) above has

been omitted from the linearization. This has been done

because D is an essential element of a factitive preoicator

F and can therefore be assumed to 'le present without being

specifically mentioned. Its omission is similar to the

omission of the hydrogen symbol from the alkyl group in the

Wiswesser system.
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A similar omission or the symbol for the preposition

can be maue in every predositional phrase since every such

phrase must commence with a preposition. It is only

necessary to insert the symbol H for the phrase anti go

straight on to consider the other elements apart from the

preposition. The normal element accompanying the

preposition in the phrase is the noun, but that element

can be replaced by various substitutes such as the pronoun,

or non-finite verb. If the noun is present, it can be

omitted from the linearization; only the symbol for its

substitute need be includeu when such a substitute is

present. On the other hand,eny dependencies of the noun

must be shown, as in sentences (5) and (6).

(5) John struck Jim in anger N+DH+N

(6) John struck Jim in great
anger N+DHQ+N

There can be no ambiguity concerning the Q in

sentence (6) since an aJ'ective cer-lot be used to

describe a preposition. The Q must to a dependency

of the N in the phrase H.

This is an example of the inherent technical knowledge

of the encoder enabling him to encode correctly, a parallel

operation to that of the organic chemist encoding chemical

compounds §y the Wiswesser system.

The advantages of the linearization system become more

evioent when more cofplicated sentences are considered. See

Appendix,sentences (71 ano (8).

It is clear that the sorting of the strings is, comparatively

speaking, the least problematical part of the project.
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APPENDIX

1. SYMBOL CODE FOR STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM

Adj - Adjective

Adv Adverb

AG - Appositive Group

C - Conjunction

CG - Ccordinate Group

Cl - Clause

Comp - Complement

D - Degree

Exp - Non-finite Expression

F - Frequency

FV - Finite Verb

Fac Pred Factitive Predicator

M - Manner

N - Noun

Neg - Negation

NFV - Non-finite Verb

0 - Object

P - Place

Phr - Phrase

Pn _. Pronoun

Prep - treposition

S - Subject

Sup - Supplement

T - Time



2. SYMBOL CODE FOR GRAPHIC FORMULA ;.ND LINEARIZATIDE

A Appositive

B Being verb

C Coordinato:

D Doing verb

E past participlE

F Factitive predicator

G inG verb-form

prepositional pHrase

I Intensifier

J rejector

K infinitive

L cLause

M Modifier

Noun

O cOmpound verb

P Preposition

Qualifier

R pRonoun

T deTerminer

U subordinator

passiVe verb-form

naving, costing, or Weighing verb

X non-finite eXpression

Y numeralitY

Z possessive

return to main chain

governing relationship



3. EXAMPLES OF THE ENCODING OF SENTENCE DIAGRAMS

(1) Sentence: John shuddered

Structural Diagram:

S(N) FV
(John) (shuddered)

Graphic Formula:

N D

Linearization: N+D

(2) Sentence: John injured Jim

Structural Diagram:

S(N) FV 0(N)
(John) (injured) (Jim)

Graphic Formula:

N D . N

Linearization: N+D+N

(3) Sentence: John was sick

Structural Diagram:

S(N) FV Comp (Adj)
(John) (was) (sick)

Graphic Formula:

Linearization: N+B+Q

(4) Sentence: They elected John captain

Structural Diagram:

S(Pn) _ Fa- "red
(They)

FV + Comp(N)
j (elected) (captain)

Graphic Formula:

R F N

D + Nr

Linearization: R+FN+N

11.

0(N)
(John)
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(5) Sentence: John struck Jim in anger

Structural Diagram:

FV 0(N)

(Jim)
S(N)

(John) (struck)

Adv P (M)

Prep +

(in)

0(N)

(anger)
I

Graphic Formula:

N D N

H

P + N

Linearization: N+DH+N

(6) Sentence: John struck Jim in great anger.

Structural Diagram:

S(N)
(John)

Graphic Formula:

N

FV 0(N)

(strucK) (Jim)

Adv Phr(M)
.

Prep + 0(N)

(in) (Fnger)

Adj
I

s

(great)

D

I

H

P + f

Q

Linearization: N+DHQ+N

N
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(7) Sentence: The boy from Melbourne kicked the ball

into the net.

Structural Diagram?

I

13.

FV ---- 0(N)
(kicked) (ball)

i

Adj(Det)

(The)

Adj Phr

1

Prep + 0(N) 1

1

i(from)
(Melbourne)!

Adv Phr (P)

1 Prep + 0(N)

1(into) (net)

i
i

1

Adj (Det)

(the)

Graphic Formula:

0,-------- D ------N

T \\H 1

1

T

I-7+74 1 H

P+y

T

Linearization: NTH+DHT+NT

Auj(Det)

(the)

i
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(8) Sentence: The GovernorGeneral's opportunities for

independent judgement on constitutional issues are

severely limited.

Structural Diagram:

S(N)

(opportunities)

Adj (Det) Adj (ross)

(The) (Governor
General's)

FV
(are)

Adj Phr

14.

Comp(Adj)(NFV)
(limited)

Adv(D)

(severely)

Prep + 0(N)

O'er) (judgement)

Adj

(independent)

Adj Phr

Prep + 0(N)

(on) (issues)

Adj
(constitutional)



Graphic Formula:

H

B

Linearization: NTZ&HQ&HQ+B+EI

1
I

15.
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